The New Definition of Athlete
By Austen Sickora
Every member of the team has sweat dripping off of their faces, they are tired, their
bodies are sore, and their minds are fatigued. Thousands of fans are cheering them on hoping
for a victory. You might think this is a Grand View football game, but you would be wrong. It is
the scene from a professional video game tournament!
Competitive gaming has become so successful that it has prompted Morris University in
Chicago to offer athletes scholarships to play video games competitively. This is the first
scholarship of its kind. The question is will other universities across the country follow suite?
Will Grand View offer scholarships to athletes who play competitive games? If they are smart
they would at least consider it. The rapidly growing popularity of e-sports is a band wagon
Grand View should jump on.
E-sports are gaining traction and starting to become more than just a bunch of nerds
crammed into their parents’ basement finding out who is the best Pong player. It has morphed
into a multi-million dollar professional sport. Every year it grows larger and larger. Just this year
the prize money for a world championship broke 11 million dollars. Many professional gamers
bring in an average income of over 6 figures. The best gamers can make more than 7 figures in
a year! The tournaments are no longer held in grungy dark basement either. These
tournaments routinely sell out arenas around the globe.
Many students think since Grand View offers scholarships for other sports, what’s the
harm in offering something to competitive gamers. It would give Grand View another option to
help bolster its enrollment by offering something that no other university in Iowa can. If done
correctly Grand View could earn national publicity for helping pioneer a new movement. Esports are also a gateway to other countries as well. Grand View University has the chance to
make its mark if they are willing to help usher in a new era of athletes.
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